Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 28

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
2. one who regularly takes part in sports
3. a small part that shows what the rest is like
5. stock
8. a parent's brother
9. a place walled off for safety from an enemy
10. immediate
12. two pieces of bread with food between them
14. to make clear in words
15. a large group of fruit trees
17. unexpected
19. a large, frightening creature
24. Taylor played well ___ she was nervous.
25. center
26. a parent's female child
27. alone
28. a thick pad that rests on a bed frame

Down
1. two or more young people
4. an orange vegetable often used in pies
6. This person lives near you.
7. If there's no milk, have juice ___.
9. at a greater distance
11. a reptile that retreats into its shell for safety
13. twenty-five times four
16. finish
18. one on a religious journey
20. to stay in place
21. to say or cry out with strong feeling
22. one who creates art by carving or molding
23. the land where a king rules
24. the place where one lives
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